
Mother of Night Invented by Hogan 
 

History: 

Mother of Night was created several hundred years ago by the combined power of the clergy of the Goddess Shar, 

Mistress of the Night and a cabal of dark wizards in an alliance known as Casters of Darkness. This unstable 

companionship was brought together by a situation in which they all felt threatened, the rise of a nearby stronghold of 

paladins sworn to uphold the light of the God Lathander, the Morninglord. Seeing the need for immediate action, the 

cleric and wizards banded together and raised an army in order to destroy the paladins before their stronghold of holiness 

were finished, and the paladins would start to interfere with the plans of the respective spellcaster of darkness. To lead 

the army, the enormous half-barbarian known as Krullgar, was chosen. He was to lead the massed forces of Orcs, 

Goblins, Bugbears and worse, all creatures used to darkness, against their enemies. To give their forces the edge in the 

upcoming battle, wizards and clerics together created the powerful artifact, known as Mother of Night. 

As the creation was a success, the attack was not; just before the army lay siege to the stronghold, Mother of Night was 

stolen by Drow forces, and in the battle Lathander’s light shined upon the paladins and the dark forces were illiminated. 

The same fate befell the Casters of Darkness later on when the paladins had recovered and laid waste to their towers and 

hideouts. 

The Drows who stole the artifact did it because they could benefit from the destruction of the wizards and clerics. 

Mother of Night was an added bonus, and as the weapon was brought to the Drow city of Zannzebian, the weapon was 

hailed as an artefact of Lolth, Queen of Spiders. For countless years the weapon was held sacred in the major temple of 

the city, until the day where the city itself was completely eliminated in an attack by another Drow city. During the 

fighting, Mother of Night was carried away by a slaving Duegar who managed to win his freedom and return to his city 

and kinsmen. The city and all its inhabitants were later destroyed when the dreaded Lich, Tanus Firespear, also known as 

The Hand of Darkness, needed to expand his territory. Since that, nobody has seen a glimpse of the artifact. It is largely 

presumed that it now has a prominent position in the Lich’s collection, wherever it might be, unless The Hand himself 

has fallen, in which case it could be almost anywhere else. 

 

Appearance: 

The Mother of Night is a footman’s Mace, who’s handle is made from blackened iron, lined with dark ivory. The head of 

the mace is created from dark mithrill, sprinkled with silver during creation such as the head seems to shimmer with stars 

when seen in the right light. 

 

Powers: 

Mother of Night does damage as a standard footman’s mace, but has a powerful +3 enchantment both to damage and 

attack rolls. Forged to be the upper hand against paladins, the mace does double damage against creatures of good 

alignments. If the opponent happens to be special vulnerable to darkness, the damage is tripled (not cumulative). 

The mace itself is immune to spells in any form based on light. These immunities are also conferred to its wielder as long 

as Mother of Night is in his hands. Though he cannot be blinded by a centered Light-spell, or suffer harm from the 

Sunray-spell and similar circumstances. 

With Mother of Night in his hands, the wielder will also be able to see in darkness, as if in daylight. This power works in 

any kind of darkness, magical or otherwise. 

Any creature who’s normal lifecycle lies in darkness and/or night, and who is of evil alignment, will receive a +2 bonus 

to morale when within a 100 yards range of the artifact, as long as the mace is carried visibly. Several other powers can 

be activated by uttering the proper command-words. 

 

- The command “Nightfall” will cause the surroundings to plunge into darkness as thick as in the darkest night 

without any moon in the sky. The holder of the mace will be able to see normally, though everybody else 

suffers from the effects of being in total darkness. Infravision works normally under these conditions, and so 

will any source of light. Any of these options will work as used under normal times of darkness.  

This power is only available once a day. 

- On the command of “Darkness”, an area of a 20 yards diameter, will be plunged into a cube of magical darkness 

as per. a Darkness-spell. This power can be used up to 5 times a day. 

- The command “Nightlight” causes at thin beam of pure darkness to burst from the head of the mace to a 

maximum distance of 50 yards. On a successful attack roll made against the natural armor class of the victim, 

only counting dexterous bonuses, this beam will deal 1d12+5 in damage with no saving throw available. 

- 5 times a day, the Mother of Night can be commanded to, upon touch, cause the target to be struck by Blindness 

(as per the spell) 

- Once a day, the command “Blackbeasts” will call forth 1d6 shadowy creatures from darkness. The creatures 

have the stats of a Shadow, but are unintelligent, and do not have the draining touch of the real shadows. They 

obey the wielder until slain or 24 rounds have passed. 



Drawbacks: 
First thing to consider is that the owner and wielder of Mother of Night are in danger of becoming actively sought out by 

both the clergies of Lolth and Shar, who have been actively searching for the artifact for centuries, and would do almost 

anything to get ‘their’ holy object back. Even if one fraction should manage to lay claim to the artifact, the other will 

immediately strike out to get it back. 

What is more appearent, the undead form of the warrior of Krullgar, the original wielder of the mace, is stalking the 

weapon as he has done for centuries. When Mother of Night was stolen by the Drow and the battle against the paladin 

stronghold was lost, Krullgar was blamed in full by the Casters of Darkness. He was horrible tortured for days, and only 

his tremendous constitution kept him alive. Just  before finally embracing death, he was put under heavy curses by the 

Priestess of Shar, condemning him to never find the eternal rest because of the loss of their artifact. And so, while 

Krullgar at last died due to the torture inflicted, he arose again shortly after the Caster of Darkness was exterminated, in 

the form of a powerful Revenant. As such, he has been stalking the artifact for centuries. For every use of the item, he 

has been able to determine its approximately location, coming closer and closer. Sooner or later he is bound to catch up 

with the current wielder of the Mace, and what happens next is not to be known, but the undead form of Krullgar is 

determined to apprehend the mace, no matter who stands in his way, as he believes he will finally receive his eternal rest 

when he does so. Krullgar has been killed many times during his travels, but each time he has arisen soon after due to his 

powerful curse, once more hunting the Mother of Night. 

 

Destruction: 

As a powerful artifact, Mother of Night is almost indestructible. In order to destroy it completely, it must be left in the 

sunshine for 101 years or be handled personally by the God Lathander himself. Some might speculate that the Mace may 

be destroyed if the undead form of Krullgar gets in touch with it, but so far nobody has figured out all the facts, or dared 

give it a try! 

 


